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how is policy developed
in China?
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policy development in China
policy
planning
outside gov

Much policy begins with 5-year plans: large number of projects with good funding
- builds and nurtures a policy-engaged community in research organisations
- community provides ongoing public commentary
- extensive advisory network for government

developing
policy under a
single party

Relying on this network, central policy agencies are tiny: Environment 478 Health 525
Policy is mainly developed outside gov in collaboration with research experts
As no need to shield from an opposition, often more transparent than multi-party system
Robust debate among the community and gov provides China’s ‘checks and balances’

policy debate
and
discussion

Prolific community engages in detailed online policy discussion
Government almost totally online so that policy can reach over extensive geography
Most policy highly accessible: only issue for international community is language
Hence the niche for a company like China Policy
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China’s policy cycle
winter

spring

setting agendas

concrete policy goals

- December: work conferences set focus for coming year
- appointments often take place at the start of the year
- January: laws ratified previous year often come into effect

summer
checking progress
‐ summer slowdown, leaders travel at home and abroad to
promote agendas and check implementation
‐ annual August seaside conference at Beidahe recalibrates the
agenda

‐ March the ‘Two Meetings’ (legislative sessions) set more
concrete policy goals fleshing out
‐ implementation details for forthcoming laws
‐ the usual previous autumn's CCP Plenum document
State Council and line ministries are particularly active in the weeks
before the Two Meetings through June

fall
key Party meeting sets political tone for next year
‐ legislative cycle picks up in the fall. State Council and line
ministry policy focuses on supportive and interpretative
documents
‐ preparation for the usual Party Plenum picks up in the autumn
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what policy changes are
happening now?
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Two Sessions (5-15 March) reflect current economic reality
Finishes tomorrow—often reported as being merely ceremonial
Two Sessions
- but legislation culmination of months, often years, of debate
- jockeying for ratification at the NPC, reveals policy priorities

easing into an
economic
downturn

Economic policy now reveals careful efforts as stated by Premier Li Keqiang
to ‘pursue progress while maintaining stability’
This will mean more: monetary and fiscal expansion, tax cuts and use of
capital markets. While required reserve ratios for banks and interest rates will
be eased.

encouraging
foreign
investment

Premier Li promised more efforts to attract foreign investment
- including relaxing market access, shortening the negative list
- allowing foreign-funded firms to operate in more sectors
Fair treatment of foreign firms has never been such a focus before
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Foreign Investment Law: national treatment as the core
facing global
issues

headlines
provisions

First time since WTO accession (2001) facing irresoluble economic pressure
Deep and worrying impact on jobs and prosperity at home
New legislation is focused on further opening of the economy
Draft was proposed in 2015, now fast tracked: 3 reviews in under 3 months
Banning tech transfer following US-China trade conflict
Abolish existing laws governing WOFEs and JVs
Complaint mechanism established for foreign entreprises

enterprises
all under the
same law

Now foreign entities will follow Chinese law (except Negative List).
Provisions of Company Law and the Partnership Enterprise Law will apply
to the organisational forms and institutional framework of foreign-funded
enterprises.
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e-commerce
China and the development of
e-commerce rules

- With low transport and
handling costs e-commerce
grew rapidly in China.
- New tax on direct retail in
2016 suspended as China
began to understand the
sector’s complexity and the
need to get the rules right.
- Beijing finally released an
E-commerce Law mid
2018.

e-commerce critical to
domestic development and
international trade

Greater Bay Area

- E-commerce now seen as a - The Development Plan
growth driver for rural
Guangdong–Hong
economic development.
Kong–Macao Greater Bay
- Equally important for China
Area (GBA) just released.
in international trade.
- Anticipated as the new
- China will take a leading role
advanced manufacturing
in promoting international
and logistics hub it aims to
ecommerce rules.
rival and exceed New York,
- Founding member new WTO
San Francisco and Tokyo.
group to develop multilateral - A new global centre built
rules on e-commerce.
for e-commerce.
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China has a renewed
focus on IPR
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IPR is top agenda item
Chinese firms
want IPR
protection

Chinese firms face similar IP challenges to international ones. Policymakers
and experts are in active debate over IP protection. Beijing has reconfigured
top-level enforcement frameworks, and now needs to bring in similar systems
at the local level where the majority of IP cases are heard and resolved.

protecting
IPR critical
domestic issue

January 2017, 5-year plan for IP protection and application issued.
Acknowledges quality problems, uneven regional development, low tech
transfer rates, and high infringement rates and recognises that claimants face
high burdens of proof, high claim costs and low returns.

centralising IP
policy

The March 2018 government restructure centralised IP policy formulation,
registration and adjudication of patents, trademarks and geographical
indicators under new National Intellectual Property Administration (CNIPA).
This addressed jurisdictional confusion and lack of coordination.
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2020 goals: hard targets for increasing IP registration
deepen reform of
IP management
- simplify and improve
registration and
review
- open up IP services
and relax restrictions
on patent agencies
- build ‘strong IP cities
and provinces’ as
models
- build IP protection
rapid service centres
- build ‘strong IP
companies’

improve the legal
system

promote effective
use of IP

some of the
quantitative targets

- speed up revision of
IP-related laws:

- vigorously develop
IP-intensive
industries
- increase tech
transfer
- promote civil-military
integration
- improve quality of
patents, trademarks
and copyrights
- increase inventions
- improve patent
review process
- guide firms develop
overseas IPR

- increase invention patent
ownership to 12 per 10,000
people (from 6.3)
- double international patent
applications to 60,000
- increase new plant variety
applications to 25,000
(from 17,000)
- increase software copyright
registrations to 440,000
(from 290,000)

Patent Law, Copyright
Law, Anti-Unfair
Competition Law

-

regulations and
interpretations
promote
collaboration
increase damages
strengthen
enforcement
unify enforcement
standards
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judicial organisational structure
Under the Xi administration IP
responsibility has been
transferred upwards; the first
batch of IP tribunals set up in
2017 in the cities of Nanjing,
Suzhou, Wuhan and Chengdu
hear cases province-wide.

Supreme People’s Court (SPC)

IP Appellate Court
-

High People’s Courts
provincial, autonomous region and
special municipal level

IP tribunals
-

cross-regional jurisdiction
(except Tianjin and Shenzhen)
‘three in one’ integrated
jurisdiction over civil, admin,
criminal IP cases

complex first-instance tech
cases
takes over appellate jurisdiction
previously held by provincial
and municipal High People’s
Courts

Intermediate People’s Courts
autonomous prefecture, municipal and
prefecture level

Basic People’s Courts
township, autonomous county and
district level

specialised IP courts
-

complex first-instance civil and
admin cases
appeals against
cases tried by district courts in
their jurisdiction (Guangzhou
has cross-regional jurisdiction
in some cases)
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IP cases: more difficult and more of them
Beijing’s SPC IP Appellate Court was set up January 2019 to deal with the
exponential growth in the volume and complexity of IP cases. It has
tasked the national-level Appellate Court with hearing high-stakes cases,
making better rulings, and guiding lower court practice.

Luo Dongchuan 罗东川
Supreme People’s Court IP Appellate Court director

Starting out as a clerk in the ’80s, Luo became the
deputy head of Beijing No. 1 Intermediate Court IP
Division in 1995. He presided over copyright cases
filed by Disney and the first batch of software
infringement cases filed by Microsoft.
He thinks establishing a national IP Appellate Court
will address issues restricting sci-tech innovation.

growth in first instance cases heard in local courts

The Court will focus on filling in major institutional
shortcomings at the national level. It will promote
‘smart’ courts, and integrate time limits, standards,
into an information platform.
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what policy changes can
we expect in 2019?
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macroeconomy: ‘pursuing progress while ensuring stability’
Fiscal and monetary
expansion will continue
through H1 2019 to
counter downward trend
Continual focus on a better
business environment with
fair competition, and fewer
enterprise-related fees
Domestic demand boost
through pushing
consumption and some
infrastructure investment

monetary
expansion

reducing red tape
for business

fiscal expansion

vocational
education

tax cuts

job creation
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sci-tech smarter stimulus
Expected national plans
will seek to increase the
role of firms in funding and
directing science,
technology and innovation.
A ‘digital China’ or ‘internet
powerhouse’ plan will offer
a vision for the domestic
digital economy, including
the impact of automation
and digitalisation.

smart infrastructure
5G

startup and
incubator support

shanghai sci-tech
board

risk sharing with
VCs

push on ‘smart+’
AI for all

job creation
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industry: blue skies
The state is not shifting
priorities: environment will
prevail over economy
But environmental policies
will take into account
whatever happens to the
economy and the trade
dispute with the US
Trade tensions and central
pressure will also drive
reconfiguring of industrial
policies

anti-pollution drive

tough on zombie
firms

more responsive
less disruptive

SOE reform, bring
in private capital

further pollution
reduction big
challenge

job creation
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where are the opportunities
for Estonia?
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opportunities for Estonia
open to foreign
investment and
engagement

Foreign investment and engagement is genuinely important as China enters a
downward cycle. However, business opportunities are heavily influenced by policy.

legal and IPR
protections are
improving

China continues to develop a rules-based business environment aiming for a level
playing field for domestic and international firms alike.

demand for
international
expertise

The state continues to open the market to international expertise to improve
domestic performance.
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China Policy: who we are
China Policy tracks and maps
agendas, people and agencies
shaping policy development and
execution.
Working with public, corporate and
non-profit clients we build strategic
thinking on policy process and risk.
We deliver clear insight into China’s
policies and politics that now impact
strategic and operational
decision-making across the globe.

www.policycn.com
client.services@policycn.com

scan the QR code
to sign up for
cp.observer, our
complimentary
monthly policy
roundup
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